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Abstract
A mixture of antigorite, forsterite, and enstatite was reacted at 2 GPa pressure, with water, to study
kinetics of the reaction Mg48Si34O85(OH)62 = 10 Mg2Si2O6 + 14 Mg2SiO4 + 31 H2O.
Reaction progress, F, which can vary between +1 and –1, was measured by comparing areas under
X-ray diffraction peaks for run products with corresponding peaks for the starting material. Rates for
dehydration and hydration can be regressed with the equation:
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The function FR accounts for the decrease in Aθ, specific surface area, from A°θ at F = 0 to 0 at F = 1:
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where p, ~0.50 for elongate grains, characterizes grain shape. Regression of the rate equation for
dehydration runs can be combined with A°,
θ measured on the antigorite starting material, to give reaction rate Kr: –9.2(l.2) × 10–15 mol/s/cm2. With that rate, we calculate that well-defined conventional
reversal brackets of 5 °C around the equilibrium temperature would require run lengths of 729(99) h,
considerably longer than in this or any previous study.
The rate equations can be applied to the question of overstepping of antigorite dehydration below
arcs. One modeled geotherm 40 km below a slab surface crosses the antigorite dehydration reaction
at about 2 GPa; the slab takes 3 × 105 years to warm one degree. For grain sizes in a serpentinite in
the 0.1 to 10 cm range, complete dehydration would take 104–105 years. During that time, the plate
would travel no more than a kilometer past the point of first dehydration. If earthquakes associated
with dehydration occurred on timescales of 103–104 years, complete dehydration of a volume of plate
would require 10–100 separate dehydration events.
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Introduction
For several decades, arc magmas have been known to be
more hydrous and more oxidized than magmas derived from
asthenosphere, namely mid-ocean ridge basalts and ocean island
basalts. Additional amounts of water and oxygen come from
slab subduction. A host of large-ion lithophilic elements also
are transferred from slabs to arc magmas. Recently, studies of
Be10 (e.g., Tera et al. 1986) show that elements can be recycled
from sediments transported in slabs to surface volcanics on short
timescales of a few Ma. Subduction zones are viewed today
as factories for recycling of materials and for creation of new
continental crust.
Although certain arc magmas such as boninites are plausibly
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ers today consider that elements are transferred from slabs into
the asthenospheric wedge above slabs via supercritical fluids.
These fluids consist largely of water and carbon dioxide and are
produced by several dehydration and decarbonation reactions
(Tatsumi and Eggins 1995) at various depths. Transport from
the asthenosphere to the surface or near-surface is via magmas
generated by partial melting of asthenosphere.
Water is carried downward in slabs in several minerals within
subducted sediment, basaltic ocean crust, and underlying peridotite. The minerals dehydrate or are transformed into new hydrous
minerals over a range of temperatures and pressures. Because
serpentine minerals contain 12–13 wt% H2O, serpentinites are
potentially a more important source of H2O than hydrated oceanic
crust, which contains <2% H2O at metamorphic conditions (Ulmer and Trommsdorff 1995). Peridotitic lithosphere immediately
below oceanic crust can be serpentinized at mid-ocean ridges
(Cannat 1993) or off-axis [e.g., the Lost City hydrothermal field,
Kelley et al. (2005)], but serpentinization to deeper portions of
mantle lithosphere must occur along submarine faults outboard of

